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Spin-glass behavior, spin fluctuations, and superconductivity in Sr2Y„Ru1ÀuCuu…O6
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Muon spin rotation measurements of Sr2Y(Ru12uCuu)O6 ~for u50.1) reveal two distinct muon sites: one
located in a SrO layer~which is superconducting at low temperatures! and the other in a Y(Ru12uCuu)O4 layer
~which is magnetically ordered at low temperatures!. A precursor spin-glass state due to the Ru moments is
detected in high fields~'3.3 kOe! in Y(Ru12uCuu)O4 layers, with a spin-glass temperature ofTG

529.25 K. The Y(Ru12uCuu)O4 layers order ferromagnetically in thea-b planes at the Ne´el temperature,
TN'23 K. This in-plane ferromagnetism alternates direction between adjacent Y(Ru12uCuu)O4 planes, result-
ing in a net antiferromagnetic structure. Although the onset of superconductivity is observed both by electron
spin resonance and by dc susceptibility to occur for temperatures up to aboutTc,onset'49 K, this supercon-
ductivity is adversely affected by the Ru moments that fluctuate forT.TN producing magnetic fields that
break pairs in the SrO layers. The muons, as well as other probes, sense the more-robust static superconduc-
tivity for T,TG . In fact, resistance measurements only show zero resistance belowTN , at which temperatures
the Ru moments that fluctuated forT.TN are frozen in-plane. Hence strictly speaking, the superconducting
transition temperature is the same asTN , which is far belowTc,onset. Below TN there are no pair breaking
fluctuating magnetic fields in the SrO layers where the hole condensate resides.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sr2Y(Ru12uCuu)O6 , with u<0.15, is an interesting com
pound@Fig. 1 ~Ref. 1!# because it~i! has no cuprate planes2

~ii ! superconducts at an onset temperature
Tc'45– 49 K,3–9 ~iii ! has only two types of layers, (SrO)2

and Y(Ru12uCuu)O4 , ~iv! superconducts in its SrO layers5

~v! exhibits ferromagnetism in thea-b planes of its
Y(Ru12uCuu)O4 layers, whose ferromagnetic moments
ternate direction from one adjacent magne
Y(Ru12uCuu)O4 layer to the next, forming a net antiferro
magnetic structure,10 ~vi! has Cu ions that spin order at'86
0163-1829/2003/67~5!/054509~6!/$20.00 67 0545
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K,9 and ~vii ! exhibits spin-glass behavior of it
Y(Ru12uCuu)O4 layers in a narrow range around 29.25
~as we shall show here!.

In previous studies it was found that the muons stop
two types of sites,mO(1,2) and mO(3) , the first of which is
actually two nearly identical sites approximately at the cen
of four oxygen ions in a Y(Ru12uCuu)O4 layer @we treat
these two O~1,2! sites as equivalent#. The second muon stop
ping site ismO(3) , and is on the edge of a SrO layer an
between two oxygen ions in that layer, with two more ox
gen ions above and below it in Y(Ru12uCuu)O4 layers~see
Fig. 1!. At low temperatures the Y(Ru12uCuu)O4 layers are
©2003 The American Physical Society09-1
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ferromagnetic sheets,5 but are stacked in thec direction an-
tiferromagnetically. Consequently for temperatures less t
23 K, the magnetic field~due to local moments! at a mO(3)
site is zero, while the field at amO(1,2) site is'3 kG.8

II. MEASUREMENTS

Our pressed-powder samples of Sr2Y(Ru12uCuu)O6 were
polycrystalline and were prepared using a standard so
state reaction.4 They were characterized using an energ
dispersive x-ray analyzer, by high-resolution x-ray diffra
tion, and by neutron powder diffractometry.9 These studies
indicated that the sample material was phase pure to,1%.
Measurements were made employing muon spin rota
~mSR!, magnetic susceptibility, and resistance. All expe
ments were conducted using the same sample material a
an applied magnetic field of;3.3 kOe. Both the dc suscep
tibility and the resistance were also measured at a sm
field of 10 Oe for comparison.

Since neutron powder diffractometry measurements9 also
indicate that the Ru spins order ferromagnetically in
planes at 23 K, the remainder of this paper will exam
what is happening between 23 and 50 K. This is the m
interesting region for us to study, because it contains in
esting data: a spin-glass state.

FIG. 1. The crystal structure of Sr2Y(Ru12uCuu)O6 is shown,
along with the probable muon sites,mO(1,2) andmO(3) , according to
Ref. 1. The arrowsM represent the average magnetic polarizat
of the Ru moments at temperatures below'23 K.
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A. Muon spin rotation

The mSR experiments were performed at the TRIUM
cyclotron facility using the standard time-differenti
techniques.11,12 A low-background detection apparatus w
employed, which vetoed events from muons that missed
sample, thereby making it possible to also accurately ext
small minority components of the signal. For these expe
ments, the material was pressed into a pellet having a di
eter of about 2 cm and a thickness of about 2 mm.

The time-domain muon dataH(t) were acquired in a 3.34
kOe transverse magnetic field as a function of temperat
Fourier power spectra of these data, shown in Fig. 2, fea
a single narrow peak at 30.0 K@Fig. 2~a!# which splits below
;30 K @Fig. 2~b!# into a narrow peak~corresponding to
muons stopped at themO(3) sites! on top of a very broad peak
~reflecting the fast relaxing signal associated with muo
stopped at themO(1,2) sites!. The time spectraH(t) were fit to
a power-law relaxation function of the form

FIG. 2. Fourier power spectra@obtained by transforming the
time spectra H(t)] versus frequency n, are shown for
Sr2Y(Ru0.9Cu0.1)O6 at ~a! 30.0 K and ~b! 28.5 K. Above TG

529.25 K, as shown in frame~a!, only a narrow peak is observed
However, belowTG @see frame~b!#, the spin fluctuations begin to
slow, introducing an additional~much broader! peak~corresponding
to the fast relaxing signal which characterizesmO(1,2)). The time-
domain dataH(t) were smoothly truncated by multiplication prio
to transformation; the multiplying function was exp(2s2t2), where
s50.5ms21.
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Gxx~ t !5( i Ai exp@2~l i t !
pi#cos~2pn i t1f!,

wheref is the phase, and for eachi, A is the amplitude,l is
the relaxation rate,n is the frequency,p is the power expo-
nent, andi refers to the site, eithermO(3) or mO(1,2). For the
signal associated with themO(3) site in the SrO layer,p was
approximately unity, and so was fixed to unity~correspond-
ing to an exponential relaxation rate!. But for themO(1,2)-site
signal from the Y(Ru12uCuu)O4 layer, the powerp obvi-
ously varied, and was allowed to vary within the range fro
p50.5 top52.0, being fixed atp52 when the fitted power
was indistinguishable from 2.

Figures 3~a! and~b! show the relaxation ratel(T) and the
spin precession frequencyn(T) for muons stopped at th
mO(3) sites. From the earlier muon and neutron results,9 we
know that the in-plane magnetic polarization@of adjacent
Y(Ru12uCuu)O4 layers# alternates direction, thereby resu
ing in a net magnetic field due to local moments; this field
zero in the SrO layers~at themO(3) sites!. ThemO(3)-site data
for l exhibit an initial rise~as temperature decreases! below
50 K, presumably associated with superconductivity, a
show an increasing relaxation ratel as a function of decreas
ing temperature below 29 K. Moreover, the muons stoppe
mO(1,2) sites in the Y(Ru12uCuu)O4 layers sense the Ru or
dering transition at 23 K in bothl and n, but the muons
stopped atmO(3) sites in SrO layers do not. This, couple
with the fact that the muons at themO(3) sites sense stron
relaxation~presumably from superconductivity! below ;30
K ~in l!, suggests that the Ru moments may already be c
fined to thea-b planes for temperatures below;30 K.

The low-temperature diamagnetic shift observed inn(T)
for the mO(3) sites@Fig. 3~b!#, is about 200 kHz, which cor

FIG. 3. The~a! muon relaxation ratelO(3) and ~b! precession
frequencynO(3) in Sr2YRu0.9Cu0.1O6 vs temperatureT taken in a
transverse magnetic field of 3.34 kOe. The errors indicated are
tistical, corresponding to one standard deviation.
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responds to a field of about215 G. This 0.5% shift in field is
largely due to the magnetization of the sample induced
the 3.34 kOe applied field. Data taken earlier in 500 Oe~Ref.
8! showed a comparable 0.4% diamagnetic shift. These s
data also exhibited a hysteresis inl upon cooling in zero
field, normally consistent with the presence of vortices. T
local magnetic field shift expected,28pM /3, for an antifer-
romagnet or spin glass having the geometry of our sam
with the applied field perpendicular to its flat side, can
estimated to be about210 G if we assume the Ru momen
are about 1 Bohr magneton and their fields inside a loc
field sphere cancel at the site of the muon. This field co
likely explain all of the215 G shift observed for muons a
this site. Thus the shift inDn(T) arising from the formation
of vortices is very small in comparison.

Figures 4~a! and ~b! present the relaxation ratel(T) and
the precession frequencyn(T) for themO(1,2) sites. Above 30
K, the mO(1,2) site data show no depolarization due to m
tional narrowing from the Ru moments~which are rapidly
fluctuating!. However, as the temperature is decreased
slight rise in l(T) is observed from 30 K down to 23 K
followed by a much sharper rise below 23 K. Interestingly,
temperature decreases from'30 K, n(T) remains relatively
constant until 29.25 K, where it exhibits a large diamagne
dip @labeled ‘‘Spin-Glass’’ in Fig. 4~b!#, followed by a sharp
rise at 23 K~coinciding with Ru ordering!. We defineTG
529.25 K to be the spin-glass temperature.

The detailed ordering of the Y(Ru12uCuu)O4 layer is best
illustrated by Fig. 5, which shows the power exponentp vs
temperatureT for the relaxation function employed to fit th
mO(1,2)-site signal produced by the muons near the face c

ta-
FIG. 4. The~a! muon relaxation ratelO(1,2) and ~b! precession

frequencynO(1,2) in Sr2YRu0.9Cu0.1O6 vs temperatureT, taken in a
transverse magnetic field of 3.34 kOe. The errors indicated are
tistical, corresponding to one standard deviation.
9-3
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ter of the Y(Ru12uCuu)O4 plane. For most of the tempera
ture range, the power exponent for this plane isp52, corre-
sponding to a Gaussian relaxation envelope. However,
30 K, p descends dramatically fromp52 to p50.5, the
exponent characteristic of a dilute spin-glass state in the f
fluctuation limit.13

Upon closer examination, there appears to be a very
row temperature range nearTG where the transverse fiel
data show evidence for an exp@2(lt)0.5# decay~see Fig. 5!.
Such a time dependence has often been seen in spin-
materials13 and is associated with a range of magnetic en
ronments, some with faster than average and others
slower than average depolarization rates. In transverse fi
the internal-field distribution of a dilute spin glass is e
pected to be reflected by an exponential decay~i.e., p51)
for static fields and by root-t exponential decay, exp@
2(lt)0.5#, if the spins fluctuate, assuming a simple tim
correlation function with an Edwards-Anderson ord
parameter.13,14

Thus it may be that as the Ru spins of t
Y(Ru12uCuu)O4 layers slow down when temperature is r
duced from'30 to'23 K, their effect onl for the muons is
similar to that of a dilute spin glass: Once the temperatur
reduced several degrees below the narrow temperature
gion for which spin-glass-like behavior is evident, the rela
ation is appropriate to a Gaussian decay of themO(1,2) signal
with a large depolarization rate. This is evidence for a sin
Gaussian distribution of fields and in fact is consistent w
our zero-field measurements that show precession of
muon spin due to the local in-plane fields.

B. dc magnetization

The dc-magnetization data were acquired using a Qu
tum Design superconducting quantum interference de
magnetometer on an elongated sample of 75.9 mg in a
allel field ~i.e., the field parallel to the long dimension!. Data
taken upon zero-field cooling in 10 Oe are shown in F
6~a!. Upon close examination, these data reveal a slight
magnetic response belowTc,onset'49 K, followed by a much
sharper diamagnetic response below about 29.25 K. T

FIG. 5. The power exponentp at themO(1,2) site as a function of
temperatureT in Sr2YRu0.9Cu0.1O6 taken in a transverse field o
3.34 kOe. The errors shown are statistical, corresponding to
standard deviation.
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confirms our earlier contention that the fluctuating Ru m
ments tend to interfere with superconductivity until they b
gin to freeze out at about 30 K~Ref. 8!. The small bump
observed atTN523 K corresponds to the spin ordering of th
Ru moments.9 For temperaturesTN,T,TG , the Ru spins
are most likely confined to thea-b plane, but fluctuate.

Figure 6~b! shows the dc magnetization versus tempe
ture curve taken upon zero-field cooling at 3.3 kOe. As
clear from the data, a prominent peak in the paramagne
is observed just below 30 K, thereby confirming themSR
spin-glass response. Interestingly, the bump at 23 K is
duced compared with the low-field data of Fig. 6~a! indicat-
ing that the applied field of 3.3 kOe affects the spin order
somewhat. Moreover, the spin-glass effect observed just
low 30 K is also field dependent since it is absent from
low-field data of Fig. 6~a!, as well as from earlier low-field
~500-Oe! mSR data.8

C. Resistance

The resistance is shown in Fig. 7 for the applied fields
10 Oe and 3.3 kOe. Notice that zero resistance is o
achieved at aboutTc'23 K, which is also the temperatur
TN at which all of the Ru moments stop fluctuating and b
come ordered. This coincidence ofTN andTc can be under-
stood by realizing that as the material cools, the Ru mome
fluctuate less and less, until all of the Ru moments beco
ordered for temperatures at and belowTN523 K.

These data again support our contentions that fluctua
moments~i! act to destroy superconductivity and~ii ! provide

ne

FIG. 6. The dc magnetization versus temperature
Sr2YRu0.9Cu0.1O6 taken upon zero-field cooling at~a! 10 Oe and~b!
3.3 kOe.
9-4
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a natural explanation of whyTc,onsetis '49 K, butTc itself is
only '23 K and coincides withTN .

D. Fluxons

Since no hysteresis was observed inl at themO(3) site
upon cooling in a field, after which the field was turned o
and on, the data indicate weak pinning~becausel was un-
changed!. Therefore the data are consistent with a set
isolated sheets of pancake vortices, as
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8,15–20 which would be the case if the supe
conducting hole condensate resided in the SrO layers,
the vortexc-axis correlation length reduced by the interve
ing magnetic layers.

Although the electron spin resonance sees evidence
fluxons above 30 K, those fluxons may be short lived~GHz
frequencies! compared with the time scales ofmSR experi-
ments~megahertz frequencies!, which only see the longer
lived fluxons.

III. CONCLUSION

To summarize, muon spin rotation~mSR!, dc magnetiza-
tion, and resistance measurements of Sr2Y(Ru12uCuu)O6
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